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Abstract— Numbers of individual loads are subjected to a 

structure. These loads are different in their amplitude and 

phase which results in multiaxial loading and thereby 

fatigue.  The analysis of fatigue is based on multiaxial cyclic 

plasticity, notch correction and damage estimations. The 

fatigue design process from FEA to life prediction will also 

be done in this paper. The main aim is to develop a theory 

that is to predict the fatigue life of defined model under 

different grade of concrete and environmental conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue life of a structure is defined as the life when the 

structure is subjected to repetitive number of load. If any 

component in a structure fails a value below it yield stress, 

the service failure of the structure is recorded as 90% fail. 

Fatigue damage or failure is defined as a localized damage 

of a structure or components of a structure when it undergo 

cyclic loading. Crack initiation, propagation, and final 

fracture of a component are the final result of the fatigue. At 

the time of cyclic loading, the region of stress concentrated 

are subjected to localized plastic deformation.  

Due to this plastic deformation the structure is 

subjected to a permanent damage and cracks are initiated 

and further developed. The length of crack is directly 

proportional to number of cycles. Which means the length 

of crack get increased with the number of cycles. After a 

particular number of cycles, the crack which generate will 

cause the component to fail. The main importance of fatigue 

analysis is to predict the life of a component or structure in 

the design state itself. That is the main advantage of fatigue 

analysis over static or dynamic analysis. Static as well as 

dynamics analysis give only stress, displacement, 

acceleration. It does not tell anything about the life of the 

component.  

The fatigue life analysis of the specimen is done by 

incorporating material S-N relation. Today engineers 

specialized in the field of structural engineering focused on 

uniaxaial analysis of the local strain in order to predict 

fatigue life. Now-a-days the interest in multiaxial methods 

has grown as the ability to measure multiaxial loading 

histories and perform three-dimensional stress analysis 

becomes more common. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

A. "Fatigue Life Contours from Elastic FEM Considering    

Multiaxial Plasticity," Third Volume, ASTM STP 1303, 

American Society for Testing and Materials, 2015, pp. 69-

80. 

This study examined the strength of multiaxial methods. In 

particular, it is difficult to check whether the loads and the 

geometry how the component in a structure fails or 

damages. Now a days many of the engineers use finite 

element analysis to examine in which all ways or directions 

the fatigue is spread with in the structure. Even though it is 

very difficult to analyses the effect of amplitude and phase 

with number of loads, when engineers uses finite element 

method alone. To evaluate the local stress- strain state notch 

correction as well as plasticity were used. For multiaxial 

stress-strain states, numbers of notch correction models 

were developed. Also engineers had proposed many 

plasticity model for analysis in fatigue. Critical plane 

methods are used to estimate the fatigue life of a structure. 

Information about loads, geometry and material properties 

were given.   

B. Richa Agrawal, Rashmi Uddanwadiker” Low Cycle 

Fatigue Life Prediction” International Journal of Emerging 

Engineering Research and Technology Volume 2, Issue 4, 

July 2014, PP 5-15. 

This paper explains in detail the Low-cycle fatigue 

conditions. Mainly structural components were having 

nominally cyclic elastic stress. Also the concentration of 

stress which were present in the structural components may 

results in cyclic plastic strain. The local strains is commonly 

used as a fatigue parameter. The effecting method to 

predicting the fatigue life is the local strains. By the use of 

this concept it is possible to determine the fatigue life at a 

point in a cyclically loaded component. In this paper these 

studies were conducted by using specimens at room 

temperature as well as high temperature. Stainless steel is 

the material choose for the specimen. The commonly used 

notch stress and strain models were the linear rule, Neuber’s 

rule and Glinka’s rule. Behavior of the material is described 

in the mathematical model for the numerical method. The 

values for material properties and constants which were 

involved were required in numerical simulation for 

obtaining proper results. These data were choose either from 

standard data of existing material or from test conducted in 

laboratory of the new material. 
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C. G. C. Mekalke1, M. V. Kavade, S. S. Deshpande 

“Analysis of A Plate with A Circular Hole by Fem“IOSR 

Journal of Mechanical and Civil Engineering (IOSR-JMCE) 

ISSN: 2278-1684, PP: 25-30. 

The paper focused on a flat plate with a circular hole and 

that the plate and the hole is subjected to a uniform stress. 

The rectangular plate is initially stretching along with a 

small circular hole. An additional loading is provided along 

with this the stress and displacement around the hole. The 

initial stress in the flat plate is due to the uniformly 

stretching forces and they are acting on the two opposite 

ends of the plate.  This is the basic assumptions done in the 

analysis. The further assumption made in the analysis is that 

the cylindrical hole is held in between the ends of thick plate 

and is parallel to them. The aim of this paper is to analyze a 

plate with a circular hole subjected to a uniform stress and 

observe the Variation in the results obtained through various 

meshes. 

D. Z.Y. Wang, Q.Y. Wang, R.J. Jiang “Finite element 

based fatigue assessment of corrugated steel web beams in 

highway bridges” International Journal of Civil 

Engineering, Vol. 13, No. 4A, Transaction A: Civil 

Engineering, December 2015. 

This paper focused on the fatigue life of a corrugated steel 

web plate which had a great application in large span 

highway bridge girders. Mainly bridges are one structure 

where fatigue damage is common because it is subjected to 

repeated loading during their service life. In this paper they 

illustrated the effects of fatigue failure of steel bridge in the 

welded region. The fatigue loading condition of the 

experimental tests was simulated in this analysis. S-N curve 

relation for materials are estimated to analysis of fatigue life 

prediction. Along with that fatigue, strength modifying 

factors should also considered. The corrugation angle, which 

is defined as the angle of the inclined fold to the longitudinal 

direction of the beam, was considered as 30º and 45º. It is 

also noticed that stress region and the deformation in the 

finite element analysis is compared well with the 

experimental results. 

E. Salman Nawab, Bhairav Thakkar.” Fatigue Crack 

Propagation in a Flat Steel Plate with Cut-Outs under 

Shear”. International Journal of Advanced Research in 

Science and Engineering. Vol. No. 04, April 2016. 

This paper provides a fracture mechanism for the 

determination of characteristics of crack propagation as well 

as the crack length.  To do the simulation of crack growth 

FRANC2D had been adopted. Characterizes of crack 

propagations and relevant information regarding fatigue life 

are well explained in this approach. Steel plate is analyses 

under shear loads. At the edge of one hole a crack is 

initiated for fatigue analysis.  Distance between rectangular 

holes had been increased at an appropriate distance based on 

fatigue life. Relation between increased hole distance and 

fatigue life of steel plate had been studied using Finite 

Element Analysis Franc 2D. 

F. Ikwulono D. Unobe , Andrew D. Sorensen, “Multi-

hazard analysis of a wind turbine concrete foundation under 

wind fatigue and seismic loadings” 9th International 

Conference on Structural Safety 57 (2015) 26–34. 

This paper focuses to assess the vulnerability of structural 

systems. This paper  mainly aims to develop research which 

are owed  to estimate  numerically the major  possible effect 

of  seismic load (earthquake) which occurred  on a wind 

turbine foundation where the foundation undergone fatigue 

when subjected to wind force.in this paper they considered 

two loading concepts for analysis. To get more precise 

behavior of structures, the behavior of a simplified structure 

under combined effects of these loads are particularly used 

[6]. 

G. Xue Bai, Minjuan He, Renle Maa. “Modelling fatigue 

degradation of the compressive zone of concrete in onshore 

wind turbine foundations” Construction and Building 

Materials 132 (2017) 425–437. 

In this paper they rely about the embedded rings which were 

widely used in onshore wind turbine foundations. The main 

function of providing this erring is to resist uplift and 

compressive forces.  Mainly this force are seen on the 

interface of steel towers and concrete foundations. Also that 

the ring were having fatigue loading. The main reason for 

the fatigue load is the ratio of live and dead load, which is 

relatively high. This paper presents a numerical study on the 

fatigue behavior of the concrete foundation of onshore wind 

turbines. A model was developed in the onshore turbine 

foundation at the section level for fatigue loading. The 

model for fatigue provided a best description of concrete 

foundation fatigue processes and their characteristic of 

redistribution. Also in this paper the study about different 

parameter were held. The need of this study is to identify the 

effects of this parameter and also how they influence the 

fatigue life of the particular structure. The results about this 

study may help explain the fatigue behavior of foundations 

under repeated loads and thus lead to a more accurate long 

term behavior of foundations.   

H. D. Ramesh and M.M. Mayuram.” Life Prediction Under 

Multiaxial Fatigue”, International Journal of Fatigue 

August 2002, Volume 24, Issue 8, Pages 847–859.  

In this paper SAE 1040, which is a type of steel was used 

for experimental test. The specimen with notchs are used as 

a sample. Tthe experiments were done considering both the 

bending and torsional cyclic loading. Which were given to a 

modified rotating bending machine. The stress and strains 

induced at notch root have been determined by modeling 

specimen geometry using commercial software [8]. Using 

the estimated stress and strain values, life prediction has 

been attempted through various mutliaxial fatigue theories 

and correlated with the experimental results [8]. 

I. Alexander Lindorf, Manfred Curbach.” S-N curves for 

fatigue of bond in reinforced concrete structures 

undertransverse tension”, Engineering Structures 32 (2010) 

3068-3074. 

In this paper it illustrate the reinforced concrete 

construction. Design verifications were needed for fatigue of 

steel which were used as reinforcing steel and concrete. But 

in fatigue the bond between steel and concrete is not taken 

into considered. By using present codes regarding steel and 
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concrete, the fatigue analysis was taken to done [9]. The S-

N curves for the bond, which resulted from pull-out tests, 

were set in relation to S-N curves for the fatigue of 

reinforcing steel [9]. It becomes evident how the fatigue of 

bond resistance due to increasing transverse tension load 

gains in importance compared to the fatigue of reinforcing 

steel [9]. 

J. Thibault Herblanda,, Georges Cailletaudb, “A New 

Technique For The Fatigue Life Prediction In Notched 

Components” Structural Engineering International,. 

This paper propose a new procedure for calculating fatigue 

life of notched components. It includes a new approach for 

accelerated evaluation of stress and strain histories at the 

notch tip. A methodology coming from the study of uniform 

field’s models is used to describe the evolution of the 

residual stresses at the notch tip. The local stress histories 

are then treated through a new multiaxial rainflow cycle 

counting algorithm. Contrary to classical rainflow 

algorithms that count an equivalent variable, it takes into 

account the whole stress tensor. The full method was 

successfully applied to several notch geometries of 

components subjected to different loadings, with cyclic or 

random load paths.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The fatigue behavior of concrete in the anchorage zone of a 

wind turbine foundation subjected to a combination of 

equivalent fatigue loads is studied in this paper. A 

parametric analysis is performed on a foundation model to 

investigate the effects of different parameters. The fatigue 

models for concrete given by different design codes are 

inconsistent. The reliability of S-N curves in assessing the 

fatigue behavior of foundations is problematic. It is 

important to carry out experiments to verify the S-N curves 

provided by different codes. 
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